
Public Comment No. 8-NFPA 285-2015 [ Section No. 2.3.1 ]

2.3.1 ASTM Publications.

ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, P.O. Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959.

ASTM C1396/C1396M, Specification for Gypsum Board, 2014a.

ASTM E84, Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, 2015 2015a .

ASTM E136, Standard Test Method for Behavior of Materials in a Vertical Tube Furnace at 750°C, 2012.

ASTM E2652, Standard Test Method for Behavior of Materials in a Vertical Tube Furnace with a Cone-shaped Airflow Stablilzer, at
750°C, 2012.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Comment

standard date update

Related Item

First Revision No. 1-NFPA 285-2015 [Section No. 2.3.1]

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Marcelo Hirschler

Organization: GBH International

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Oct 21 17:08:06 EDT 2015

Committee Statement

Committee Action: Rejected but see related SR

Resolution: SR-4-NFPA 285-2016

Statement: Referenced standards update.
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Public Comment No. 1-NFPA 285-2015 [ Section No. 5.7.3 ]

5.7.3 *  

Where the test specimen contains vertical or horizontal joints or seams, joints or seams representative of standard construction
practices shall be incorporated into the test specimen. At least one horizontal joint or seam shall be located between 1 ft (305 mm)
and 2 ft (610 mm) above the top of the window opening. At least one vertical joint or seam shall extend upward from the center of the
window opening.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Comment

The NFPA 285 standard has been used for many years to determine the acceptability of combustible cladding assemblies and assemblies 
containing combustible components where noncombustible construction is typically required.  The proposed modification would render 
essentially all of the cladding assembly testing done in the past of no code value because the joints are not located in the new prescribed 
locations.  This change does not seem to be required because the standard: 
    a) already identifies that the "joints or seams representative of standard construction practices shall be incorporated in to the test specimen" 
and 
    b) there has been no evidence provided indicating that assemblies tested and meeting the performance criteria of NFPA 285 have been 
leading to extensive failures when constructed in the field in the manner that was tested.

There has been some comment about specifically locating vertical and horizontal joints over the window opening so that this detail is exposed 
during the test.  If that was the intent of the current language, then clarify this point without being so specific on location as to eliminate the 
acceptability of past testing.

Related Item

First Revision No. 8-NFPA 285-2015 [Section No. 5.7.3]

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: ANDY WILLIAMS

Organization: MCA

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Aug 19 10:50:45 EDT 2015

Committee Statement

Committee
Action: 

Rejected but see related SR

Resolution: SR-3-NFPA 285-2016

Statement: This revision clarifies where seams or joints should be located. A task group was developed to create diagrams for the
annex showing various joint locations.
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Public Comment No. 10-NFPA 285-2015 [ Section No. 5.7.3 ]

5.7.3 *  

Where the test specimen contains vertical or horizontal joints or seams, joints or seams representative of standard construction
practices shall be incorporated into the test specimen. At least one horizontal joint or seam shall be located between 1 ft (305 mm)
and 2 ft (610 mm) above the top of the window opening. At least one vertical joint or seam shall extend upward from the center of the
window opening.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Comment

If the proposed language that adds a new requirement to two joints in specific locations and orientations is accepted, then it will have the 
effect of rendering significant amount of good test data invalid; even for successful tests.   What are the implications of this change for 
foam-insulated metal building panels which are, in a great many cases, installed with vertical joints only?  How should one interpret this new 
requirement in the case of continuous insulation materials that will include joints or seams; e.g. rigid foam plastic or mineral fiber?   In the case 
of an exterior wall covering panel, over rigid foam continuous insulation, over exterior grade gypsum sheathing; will a manufacturer be 
required to align all of the joints in all of the materials up the centerline of the window in direct conflict with good construction practice?

Given the increasing complexity of exterior wall assemblies and the multiple combustible materials (ACM / MCM / HPL panels, foam plastic 
insulation, various AVBs / WRBs, etc), it is difficult to describe a "worst case" configuration in the absence of supporting data and evaluation in 
support of such a determination.  Put simply, what is worst case for one configuration is not necessarily also the worst case for another.

The proposed language should go into Annex A as background information and, at most, an issue for consideration relative to designing test 
specimens.

Related Item

First Revision No. 8-NFPA 285-2015 [Section No. 5.7.3]

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: ERIC BANKS

Organization: BASF CORPORATION

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Mon Nov 16 12:25:01 EST 2015

Committee Statement

Committee
Action: 

Rejected but see related SR

Resolution: SR-3-NFPA 285-2016

Statement: This revision clarifies where seams or joints should be located. A task group was developed to create diagrams for the
annex showing various joint locations.
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Public Comment No. 12-NFPA 285-2015 [ Section No. 5.7.3 ]

5.7.3 *  

Where the test specimen contains vertical or horizontal joints or seams, joints or seams representative of standard construction
practices shall be incorporated into the test specimen. At least one horizontal joint or seam shall be located between 1 ft (305 mm)
and 2 ft (610 mm) above the top of the window opening. At least one vertical joint or seam shall extend upward from the center of the
window opening.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Comment

The Foam Sheathing Committee of the American Chemistry Council is opposed to the proposed revision in section 5.7.3 for the following 
reasons:

Reason #1 – No evidence has been brought forward that quantifies the need for this change.
Substantiation – There has been no credible evidence or reason to believe the current test method is no longer viable. The current test has 
been used through generations and is considered by many building engineers to be the acceptable industry standard, citing Section A.6.1, 
“Over time may new and different wall constructions and configurations have come into use and have been tested” without changing the 
method. These proposed joint placements would garner opposition from many building construction professionals who would agree the 
changes are baseless and assumptive. Wall assemblies should be tested in a way that replicates current construction standards using the 
manufacturers’ installation instructions. 
Reason #2- This change would require retesting of all current assemblies.
Substantiation –The proposed change would require retesting of many, if not all currently approved assemblies, without any substantiation of 
the need for this change through a risk-based assessment of the current and proposed changes. The wall assemblies currently approved 
without specific joint placement had been successfully tested and are consistent with the way the materials will be installed. With only a few 
labs capable of performing the NFPA 285 testing, it could be a significant financial undertaking and an incredibly time consuming process to 
re-test all of these assemblies. 

Reason #3- This change will require testing of impractical construction techniques.
Substantiation - The construction of the test specimen is to be done in a way that is representative of the actual field sample and it’s stated 
several times in the NFPA Standard 285: within the introduction “the standard to reflect current construction and testing practices”; Section 
5.7.1 “… construction details representative of actual field installations”; Section 5.7.3 “… standard construction practices shall be 
incorporated into the test specimen”; and Section A.5.7.2 “The construction of the wall assembly should be typical of actual product use.”

Typical field installation lines up horizontal and vertical joints to provide better visual aesthetics of sight lines and to limit number of panels 
used. Vertical joints extending from center of the window would be less than ideal due to water and debris affecting window glass. The 
scenario to be tested ought to replicate common construction practices of wall assemblies to mimic what would happen in a real world fire, not 
to a worst case scenario of components. Performing NFPA 285 with arbitrary changes, as the revision proposes, would not replicate a typical 
field installation and thereby create confusion. 

Related Item

First Revision No. 8-NFPA 285-2015 [Section No. 5.7.3]

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Shari Jackson

Organization: ACC Foam Sheathing Committee

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Mon Nov 16 16:27:38 EST 2015

Committee Statement

Committee
Action: 

Rejected but see related SR

Resolution: SR-3-NFPA 285-2016

Statement: This revision clarifies where seams or joints should be located. A task group was developed to create diagrams for the
annex showing various joint locations.
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Public Comment No. 3-NFPA 285-2015 [ Section No. 5.7.3 ]

5.7.3*

Where the test specimen contains vertical or horizontal joints or seams, joints or seams representative of standard construction
practices shall be incorporated into the test specimen. At least one horizontal joint or seam shall be located between 1 ft (305 mm)
and 2 ft (610 mm) above the top of the window opening. At least one vertical joint or seam shall extend upward from the center of the
window opening shall be incorporated into the test specimen .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Comment

The mandated joint locations are not typical of any of the components in the wall assembly.

To force joint locations would:
1) Compromise the integrity of the test itself which should be be "typical" of the installation itself
2) Invalidate hundreds of sucessful (and very expensive) tests done over the last 15 years or so
3) Create conflict with the IBC which states " system shall include seams, joints and other typical details used in the installation and shall be 
tested in the manner intended for use."
4) Create confustion with building officals tring to match NFPA test results with the actual wall assembly they are inspecting.

I am not aware of any properly tested NFPA 285 wall assembly failing in the field.

This is a very expensive solution to a nonexistent problem.

Related Item

Public Input No. 3-NFPA 285-2014 [Chapter 1]

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: JAMES MOSES

Organization: MPCA

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Sep 02 07:57:03 EDT 2015

Committee Statement

Committee
Action: 

Rejected but see related SR

Resolution: SR-3-NFPA 285-2016

Statement: This revision clarifies where seams or joints should be located. A task group was developed to create diagrams for the
annex showing various joint locations.
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Public Comment No. 4-NFPA 285-2015 [ Section No. 5.7.3 ]

5.7.3*

Where the test specimen contains vertical or horizontal joints or seams, joints or seams representative of standard construction
practices shall be incorporated into the test specimen. At least one horizontal joint or seam shall be located between 1 ft (305 mm)
and 2 ft (610 mm) above the top of the window opening. At least one vertical joint or seam shall extend upward from the center of the
window opening.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Comment

The Miller-Clapperton Partnership, Inc. (MCP) does not feel that the modification to the test wall assembly mentioned in section 5.7.3 of the 
NFPA 285 Test Standard is warranted for the following reasons:

- MCI is unaware of poorly performing systems that are installed in the same manner as have been tested in accordance with NFPA 285.

- Many dozens of NFPA 285 tests have been successfully run and the installation systems used in construction applications since the creation 
of the NFPA 285 test.  To mandate specific location of horizontal and vertical joint locations  
  would void test reports and halt construction of these systems.  With the limited number of test facilities and the high test cost, this would 
pose an undue burden on this segment of the construction market.

Related Item

First Revision No. 8-NFPA 285-2015 [Section No. 5.7.3]

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Tyler Bruton

Organization: The Miller-Clapperton Partnership, Inc.

Affilliation: Metal Construction Association

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Mon Oct 19 15:29:54 EDT 2015

Committee Statement

Committee
Action: 

Rejected but see related SR

Resolution: SR-3-NFPA 285-2016

Statement: This revision clarifies where seams or joints should be located. A task group was developed to create diagrams for the
annex showing various joint locations.
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Public Comment No. 5-NFPA 285-2015 [ New Section after 8.1.10 ]

8.1.11 Any residual burning on the test specimen shall note be extinguished until not less than 10 minutes after the gas supply is shut
off, unless the test laboratory determines that extinguishment is required to maintain safe conditions in the test facility.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Comment

This is a very important observation and should not be deleted. It is very useful to know whether there is residual burning. This section was 
recently added and it captures an aspect of the test that is a characteristic of the assembly being assessed. Several committee members 
agreed that this requirement needs to stay in the standard.

Related Item

First Revision No. 19-NFPA 285-2015 [Section No. 8.1.10]

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Marcelo Hirschler

Organization: GBH International

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Oct 21 13:07:13 EDT 2015

Committee Statement

Committee
Action: 

Rejected but see related SR

Resolution: SR-5-NFPA 285-2016

Statement: The additional 10 minutes of observation could destroy valuable information from the end of the test, like the extent of the
burning. The intent of this section is to no longer require the additional 10 minutes, but reserve it as an option.
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Public Comment No. 6-NFPA 285-2015 [ Section No. A.1.1.2 ]

A.1.1.2

This standard addresses fire exposures from interior fires that reach flashover, break exterior windows, and expose the building
facade. It is not intended to address fire exposures that originate from the building's exterior.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Comment

Just like the change that was made in 1.1 (by FR 22), the applicability is a function of the codes. The test method does assess, to some 
extent, exposures from the exterior.

The deleted text should remain as this is important in understanding the fire exposure this test represents and helps to explain why the 
incident heat flux in the test is so low. Deleting this text could mislead the average user of the document into thinking that the exposure fire is 
representative of an exterior fire exposure, when in fact it is very much lower.

Related Item

First Revision No. 7-NFPA 285-2015 [Section No. A.1.1.2]

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Marcelo Hirschler

Organization: GBH International

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Oct 21 16:58:29 EDT 2015

Committee Statement

Committee
Action: 

Rejected

Resolution: Although this standard uses an interior ignition source, it is intended to represent the most severe, worst case scenario. It
would be difficult to enforce this annex, especially for overseas installations.
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Public Comment No. 7-NFPA 285-2015 [ Section No. B.1.2.1 ]

B.1.2.1 ASTM Publications.

ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, P.O. Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959.

ASTM D1929, Test Method for Ignition Properties of Plastics, 1996 2014 edition.

ASTM E84, Standard Method of Test for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, 2015 2015a .

ASTM E108, Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of Roof Coverings, 2011.

ASTM E119, Standard Methods of Tests of Fire Resistance of Building Construction and Materials, 2014 2015 .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Comment

Standards date updates

Related Item

First Revision No. 5-NFPA 285-2015 [Chapter B]

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Marcelo Hirschler

Organization: GBH International

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Oct 21 17:04:37 EDT 2015

Committee Statement

Committee Action: Rejected but see related SR

Resolution: SR-6-NFPA 285-2016

Statement: Referenced standard update.
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